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Features that Swastik
Restaurant POS oﬀers


Gives you ultimate control over your table
& menu with Table & Menu management



Multiple operation modes that suits your
business’ requirements



Point Of Sales as well as Kitchen Display
System to save your time



Inventory and stock management to remain
up-to-date with your stock



Feature-rich, highly customized, advanced
reporting system



Built-in ﬁnancial accounting to keep track
of all your transactions



Handy Item Modiﬁers for whenever you
need side orders with the main items

Membership
Management
SWASTIK - Restaurant POS holds multiple features of membership. The regular guests can
get membership with the restaurant. With this excellent restaurant management software,
the owner of the restaurant can easily manage the membership of the guests in three
diﬀerent categories.
At the same time, the owner can also deﬁne membership or the staﬀ.
With SWASTIK Restaurant POS, the owner can
deﬁne the discount scheme in an eﬀective &
eﬃcient way. For example, the discount rate for
the members with Gold Membership can be
allocated as a 20% discount on KOT & 10% on
BOT. Similarly, the owner can allocate 25%
discount on KOT & 15% on BOT for the members
with Platinum Membership in your restaurant.
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Point Of
Sales
The ‘Operation Mode’ in SWASTIK - Restaurant POS provides the user with four diﬀerent
operation modes in its Point Of Sales. These modes can be accessed easily right from the
main dashboard. This helps in increasing the speed of the service by preventing the
chances of making errors in the types of orders to be processed. It has very easy facilities
to choose from dine-in, delivery, room-service and take-away.
This makes the task easier for the staﬀ to track
the order type and also simpliﬁes the whole
process. At HiTech, we believe that our real work
starts after we hand-over our products to our
clients. Above all, we are fully committed to
serving all our customers with quality, skilled
and personalized local support to give them the
best out of their valuable expenses.
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Menu
Management
SWASTIK - Restaurant POS features a multi-level menu management system. With this
feature, users can deﬁne as many products as they want. This feature also allows them to
add details about their products using image & composition. Besides, this software also
provides the features of menu-grouping & categorization for a better analysis report. Most
of all, this feature also works the best for tablet modules that help in saving the overall
order processing time. As a whole, Swastik Restaurant POS has everything that is required
for an eﬀective and eﬃcient management of all
the menus of a POS (Point of Sales).
You don’t have to deal with anymore hassle or
hurdles and speed up your workﬂow to be very
eﬃcient.
It is as simple as that.
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Item
Modiﬁers
SWASTIK - Restaurant POS has the feature to add any number of modiﬁers (composition)
in the system where each item can have its own individual side-order. Likewise, the
modiﬁers can be conﬁgured to either of the optional or mandatory depending upon the
setting and the item selected. Here, the waiter must select the side-order in order to avoid
any further mistakes.
The ‘Item Modiﬁer’ module has been specially
included in Swastik - Restaurant POS in order to
solve the problem of being limited while running
restaurants and similar hospitality businesses.
This has helped the waiters and other staﬀ
members of the restaurants in getting rid of the
frequent calls from the clients and customers
about the items to be added.
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Advance
Reporting
The Point Of Sales from SWASTIK - Restaurant POS has an especially customized and
advanced reporting feature. The report provides space for Table Status, Order Status and
Details. Likewise, this restaurant management software also provides an option to show the
kitchen report, sales report and counter summary. With this restaurant management
software, the owners of the restaurants can deﬁne as many templates as they want and
that for all the reports. The ﬁlter option can be
deﬁned for any ﬁeld in the report. In this
context, one of the most important features of
this software is that it is designed with respect
to any future amendments in the revenue
system of the country. This module eases down
the whole process of running a restaurant to a
greater extent than anyone could ever imagine.
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Inventory & Stock
Management
SWASTIK - Restaurant POS has been successful in standing on the topmost position in the
list of top-class accounting and inventory management software packages. Indeed, this
software has a truly outstanding Inventory Management System. It easily allows the users
to set the minimum & maximum levels of stocks for each product separately. Similarly,
there’s also a feature of re-ordering the products. Purchase Order, In-purchase, GRN
(Goods Receipt Note) and Invoicing options are
also available with this stock management
software. The users can easily add the extra
expenses on a purchase through the additional
Purchase Invoice. SWASTIK - Restaurant POS
has a Store Management System that consists
of Stock Transfer, Inventory Management Issue,
& Finished-Goods Receipt Option.
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Kitchen Display
System
SWASTIK - Restaurant POS is also powered with a Kitchen Display System (KDS) feature.
With this, the staﬀ working inside the kitchen can get live updates about the orders taking
place. This feature helps reduce the errors and speeds up the serving time. At the same
time, KDS also improves the relation between the front-staﬀ and the staﬀ inside the
kitchen. As soon as the front-staﬀ get the orders from the customers, the kitchen-staﬀ
update them about the status of the orders.
When the order is ready to be served to the
customers, the staﬀ inside the kitchen passes
the information which goes directly to the
waiter. There is a separate message center for
all the staﬀ to communicate internally with one
another for each and every transaction to be
made.
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Tablet
Module
Tablet Module is a special feature of the restaurant management software named as
SWASTIK - Restaurant POS. It’s available in the tablet version. This feature-rich software
allows the waiters and restaurant-managers to deal very easily with the task of taking
orders from the clients directly from the tables using their tablets. SWASTIK - Restaurant
POS requires no paper for the waiters to process the orders from the clients. As soon as the
orders are taken from the clients, the staﬀ in the
kitchen and at the counter are automatically
notiﬁed. Being a completely touch-enabled
software, it has an excellent work-ﬂow like a
shopping cart.
This amazing software converts a complete
order easily and thereby makes the whole
process of delivery an easy-to-deal task.
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More HiTech Solutions

Swastik Accounting
Software

MSO Cloud
Accounting

Restaurant
POS

Swastik
Pharmasoft

Nightingale
CRM

Gurukul
College Software

IMS - Hitech
ERP

Our Partner Solutions

eZee Hospitality
Software

Beatroute - Sales
Force Automation

Bhoomi Real Estate CRM
& Construction ERP

Avocare Hitech Hospital
Management Solution

We believe in our ability to
simplify your workﬂow.
Lets work together to make it a reality.

Get In Touch
Hitech Solutions & Services Pvt. Ltd.
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